Cooking Up Kitchen Fun

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

The kitchen is often described as the heart of a home, the nexus
of food and family that nourishes our bodies as well as our
spirits. Kids are early inhabitants of this familiar space, first as
passengers in our arms, later as diners in high chairs and eventually as explorers making their first forays into ‘helping’ with food
prep. Children are eager to take an active role in the processes
that bring their favorite foods to the table and, with supervision
and patience, kids benefit socially and cognitively from inclusion
in cooking tasks. From discovering measurement to learning basic chemistry, kitchen play is an ideal learning landscape for little
ones to explore. The following items offer appetizing opportunities for junior chefs to cook up a versatile menu of food fun.

by Gerry Paige Smith

MasterChef Jr.
Baking Set

3-Piece Nylon
Knife Set

Warming up for real cooking is a
snap with the Kitchen Baking Set from
MasterChef Jr. Complete with mixing
bowl, liquid measuring cup, rolling
pin, spatula, 4 silicone cups, and 4
dusting guards, this kit assembles all
the tools kids need to get started with
their first baking adventures. Parents
provide the ingredients, children
provide the enthusiasm and everyone tastes the rewards of freshly
prepared warm food. With easy recipes for every appetite, kids can
craft egg cups, mac and cheese, cupcakes or even develop their own
recipes with adult guidance. Cooking up a host of delicious outcomes,
the MasterChef Jr. Baking Set is an easy and versatile start for kids
with culinary ambitions and a taste for the good stuff.

For parents of kids who really want to
take a hand in the chopping and dicing of
food, Curious Chef’s Nylon Knife Set provides the means for young chefs to safely
take food prep into their own hands. This
assemblage includes three (small, medium
and large-sized) nylon knives that feature
serrated cutting edges, blunt tips and
ergonomically designed grips for smaller
hands. With real cutting ability, children can lend a hand as they slice
and chop real vegetables and fruit with cutlery made just for them.
Dishwasher safe and made with food-friendly materials, these tools are
ideal confidence builders for the youngest aspiring chef. Best for kids
aged five years and up, Curious Chef’s Nylon Knife Set is the (safe)
cutting edge in culinary exploration.

(Curious Chef)

(MasterChef)

Stainless Steel Pot
and Pans

Green Toys Tea Set
(Green Toys)

Just the right size for little hands,
Green Toys’ food-safe tea sets gives
kids the perfect resources to host their
own tea any time of the day. Less cumbersome than standard size cups and
teapots, this scaled down version is not
only easier to manipulate but also offers
more opportunities for repeat pouring
(the fun part!). While adult supervision is
always recommended with any heated
liquids, the fitted lids and sturdy construction of the Green Toys Tea
Set offers the best tea time experience for young servers. Combining the pleasure of crafting an ancient beverage with the social
benefits of sharing tea, this set rewards both body and spirit as kids
explore the fine tradition of tea service.

(Melissa & Doug)

Pretend play in the kitchen gets real
with Melissa & Doug’s Stainless Steel
Pots and Pans. Mirroring the metal cookware used by adults, these child-sized
kitchen tools are solidly constructed and
offer the look and feel of their grown up
counterparts. Including a colander, a
lidded pot, two pans, and two wooden utensils this set comes with
its own rack which not only keeps it stored neatly between ‘cooking’ sessions, but also builds problem-solving skills as kids must
discover the best way to hang and stow their chefs tools. While not
geared toward real food prep, the stainless steel medium does allow
for cold finger food contact (followed by the opportunity to teach kids
about clean-up).

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
Prehistoric Picks for Dinosaur Fans
Almost every child goes through a dinosaur phase. While some enter and leave the
window of saurian fascination, other kids really drill down into the topic. They learn
every dinosaur name, they know the difference between theropods and sauropods,
and their toy box is populated with multiple examples of each. Regardless of a
child’s intellectual investment in dinosaurs, these prehistoric juggernauts retain
a strong grip on every kid’s imagination. The following titles celebrate dinosaurs’
larger-than-life status in the landscape of our lives and our literature.

Gigantosaurus

by Johnny Duddle (Templar / Candlewick)
Before they strike out for a day of adventure, four young herbivores are warned by their
parents of the greatest danger in their Cretaceous world...Gigantosaurus. As they make
their way through the lush undergrowth, little Bonehead turns the elders’ warnings into a
chance to frighten his playmates. His false shouts of ‘Gigantosaurus!’ and ‘Hide!’ send his
companions scrambling for cover again and again. Tired of Bonehead’s pranks, the other
dinosaurs go their own way, leaving their friend behind...until a crashing in the forest tests
their bravery and their friendship. With a role call of creatures that will impress die-hard dino
fans and comic illustrations that delight, this title offers gigantic fun for the littlest readers!

How Do Dinosaurs Choose Their Pets?

by Jane Yolen & Mark Teague (Blue Sky Press / Scholastic)
Highlighting the fearless aplomb that impulsive kids are famous for, Yolen and Teague are back with
another burning question on how youthful dinosaurs will conduct themselves in a moment of decision.
This new ensemble of dinosaurs answers the title question with a parade of unlikely candidates for
pets. From exotic zoo animals to mythical beasts, readers will delight as each impossible pet suggestion appears. Traditional pets observe these choices from the background as they wait for calmer
heads to prevail. A bright addition to the popular ‘How Do Dinosaurs’ series, this title doubles down on
adorable with a brilliant range of outlandish pets to join their prehistoric counterparts.

Dogosaurus Rex

by Anna Staniszewski, Illustrated by Kevin Hawkes (Henry Holt / Macmillan)
After meeting all the pets available for adoption at the local shelter, Ben chooses Sadie, a bigger
(more prehistoric) breed than his mother had envisioned bringing home. Sadie is so big that Ben
uses a garden hose to craft her first leash. Eager to show off his new pet, Ben demonstrates the
tricks that Sadie can do. But his commands to Sadie have unintended consequences. ‘Sit’ crushes
a car, ‘Roll Over’ destroys a fruit stand and ‘Fetch’ brings back unhappy results. Just when it seems
that Sadie’s size could be her undoing as a proper pet, her special tricks may be just the thing that
saves the day. Celebrating the resilience of pet owners who worry they may have bitten off more than
they can chew, Dogosaurus Rex turns disadvantage into the biggest of positive outcomes.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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